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CNP is a pump manufacturer whilst specialising in stainless steel multistage centrifugal pumps,
produces other pump ranges including self priming gas-liquid pumps, fluorine plastic pumps and
end suction pumps. CNP prides itself on innovation, its manufacturing capabilities and its quality
and marketing management system it has developed throughout the company over a 20 year
period. CNP currently has a floor space of over 80,000m3 and the factory outputs over 200,000
pumps annually. CNP pumps are used in a large number of applications including farm
irrigation, municipal water supply, industrial water treatment, landfill dewatering and corrosive
chemical pumping.
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CDLF Series (Vertical multistage stainless steel centrifugal pump); CHL/CHLF Series
(Horizontal multistage stainless steel centrifugal pump); WQ Series (Submersible sewage
pump); SJ Series (Stainless steel submersible borehole pump); QY Series (Stainless steel self
priming gas-liquid pump); MS Series (Single stage centrifugal pump); ZS Series (Horizontal
Stainless steel centrifugal pump); SP Series (Self priming sewage pump); NISO (Single stage
end suction centrifugal pump); SZ Series (Fluorine plastic single stage centrifugal pump).

  

  

  

Technology

  

CNP has invested over $4.5M to buy advanced machinery and testing equipment. They have
also established a state of the art workshop and product testing facility. Design of products
using CFD software.

  

  

  

Quality

  

CNP is proud of its internal quality management systems it has implemented over the years. In
2000, the company passed ISO9002 quality system certification. In 2003, it passed
ISO9001:2000 certification. In 2006,it passed ISO14000 environmental system certification. In
2007, it passed ISO100122003 measuring system certification. CNP also managed to optimise
and distribute the company resources with the use of advanced ERP management software.
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Sales Network

  

The company built a vast sales network within China. There are offices and service centers in
Beijing, Shanghai, Shenzheng, Jinan, Nanjin, Chendu, Wuhan, Zhenzhou, Changsha, Xian,
Shengxyang and Guangzhou, to ensure reliable on time service. The company has set long
term business relations with countries including France, Korea, Israel, Australia, Malaysia,
Singapore, Middle East, Taiwan, Hong Kong, India, Indonesian and the Philippines. The export
sales is 40% of the total sales. CNP has built a good solid reputation in the market by improving
their product quality and expanding their manufacturing capabilities.

  

The company is located in the north of Hangzhou, the world famous international tourist city.
CNP warmly welcomes both expect domestic and international customers to visit our company
or visit our website and to choose the reliable CNP pumps.
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